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James McBride wrote The ___ Lord Bird about slavery in Kansas
Bob Shacochis' The Woman Who Lost Her ___ explores modern history
The Son by Philipp ___ describes the challenges of the Old West
Sheryl Sandberg wrote Lean In: __, Work, And The Will To Lead
Pilgrim’s Wilderness: A True Story of Faith & Madness on the ___ Frontier
Meg Wolitzer’s The Interestings explores real life vs. childhood ___ & Park by Rainbow Rowell explores young love
Liane Moriarty wrote The ___’s Secret about a letter not meant to be read
Dan Brown’s Robert ___ dove into Dante’s Inferno
Jodi ___ wrote The Storyteller about families and futures
Lee Child's Jack ___ returns in Never Go Back
Robert Galbraith (really J.K. ___) wrote The Cuckoo’s Calling
___ King released both Doctor Sleep and Joyland
George Saunders’ Tenth of December is a collection of short ___
Kate ___ wrote Life After Life about multiple lives lived by a single person
Things That Matter: 3 Decades of __, Pastimes & Politics
David Finkel wrote Thank You For Your Service covering post-war ___
In ___ Row, John Grisham reveals a dying, wealthy man’s last will
Tom Clancy released Command ___ in his Jack Ryan series
The latest in the ___ series, Entwined with You is by Sylvia Day
Donna Tartt wrote The __, a tale of art, antiques and mystery
Khaled Hosseini wrote And The ___ Echoed about relationships
James ___ wrote his latest entry: Alex Cross, Run
Mary Roach wrote Gulp: ___ On the Alimentary Canal
___ wrote The Ocean At The End Of The Lane
Curtis Sittenfeld wrote ___ about psychic sisters in St. Louis
Jaron Lanier’s Who Owns The Future? explores the effect of ___ on life
___ ___ was written by Bill O'Reilly and Martin Dugard

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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